
IP67    Ingress Protection
Low Cost *

Easy to install *
Fits most meters *
Impact resistant *

Non ferrous parts *
Captive nuts moulded-in *
Standard 1/8 DIN  cutout *

No extra panel holes *
Anti-Scratch coated *

Protects against      DUST,     LIQUIDS,     MECHANICAL IMPACT   &   TAMPERING

Dimensional Details...

The recommended panel cutout  is 92 mm wide by 45 mm high. Tolerance +1mm, -0 mm. Ensure that the corners of
the cutout are finished squarely, with minimum radius.
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Materials:             Window & Frame = Polycarbonate              Screws= Nickel plated marine brass             Female  threaded bushes = Marine Brass

IP67  Cover for 1/8 DIN Meters  -  Model  SPC4
The SPC4 offers a low cost and robust method of  sealing
the front of all  London and most other manufacturers'
1/8 DIN size panel meters. This NEW design uses all
corrosion-resistant materials for longer life, meaning less
maintenance.

You can easily fit it to existing installations, or include it
as a value-added accessory for new systems. The panel
cutout is the standard hole size for the panel meter, so
no changes to the panel are needed.

The front window is detachable, permitting adjustments
to be made to the panel meter during commissioning and
is held firmly in place by two knurled captive screws which
resist accidental side or front impact.

The window and the holding frame are both moulded from
a high impact resistant material. And, to give good
reliability, the female threaded sections are made from
marine brass and are moulded deep into the frame itself.
Highly flexible and resilient neoprene gaskets firmly
bonded to the inner and outer faces of the frame provide
the reliable sealing effect.

For excellent clarity and resistance to scratching the
covers are coated with a special anti-scuff treatment.
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